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ABsTRAcT

Experimental results are presented concerning the synthesis, crystal chemistry and electrical characterization of Pb–Sb–S 
sulfosalts, especially boulangerite, Pb5Sb4S11. The crystals were grown by sublimation or chemical vapor transport using NH4Cl 
or iodine as transporting agents. Owing to its rod-like structure, boulangerite typically appears as thin needles as well as fibers 
with diameters down to a few nanometers. Both ordered as well as disordered structures can be produced depending on growth 
temperature. In addition, depending on the temperature of deposition, Pb2Sb2S5 or halogen-bearing sulfosalts such as dadsonite or 
iodine-substituted pillaite can be prepared as well. By means of thermodynamic modeling, the chemical vapor-transport reaction 
of boulangerite is described, and an explanation for the formation of the halogen-containing compounds at lower temperatures 
of deposition is given. Within the homogeneity range of boulangerite Pb5–xSb4+xS11+x/2 with 0.35 ≥ x ≥ –0.09, the electrical 
conductivity s reaches values between 10–8 and 10–3 V–1m–1. For Pb2Sb2S5, iodine-substituted pillaite and dadsonite, s was 
determined to be 2.0(8) 3 10–4, 5(2) 3 10–4 and 7(3) 3 10–4 V–1m–1, respectively.
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InTRoDucTIon

In recent years, complex sulfosalts have become 
objects of interest as alternative semiconducting mate-
rials for thermoelectric or phase-change-based memory 
applications. Moreover, owing to their electronic attri-
butes such as Eg in the range of 1.1–2 eV and an optical 
absorption a of 104 – 105 cm–1 (Dittrich & Herz 1998, 
Dittrich et al. 2007, 2009), they should be particularly 
suitable as absorbers in solar cells (photovoltaics, PV). 
On the other hand, self-assembled arrangements of 
wires or rods for sensor devices and nanotechnology 
are required (Cui et al. 2001, Yi et al. 2002, Duan et 
al. 2003, Leontidis et al. 2003). Therefore, we selected 
boulangerite, ideally Pb5Sb4S11, a phase in the system 
PbS–Sb2S3, because its Eg of 1.34 eV (Boldish & White 
1998) or 1.47 eV (Lomelino & Mozurkewich 1989) 
lies near the optimum for conversion of solar energy 
(Dittrich et al. 2007). Telkes (1950) reported negative 
Seebeck coefficients of –135 up to –900 mV/K, i.e., 
n-type conductivity, which indicates a probable poten-
tial in thermoelectrics (TE) also. Owing to its chain-like 
crystal structure (Born & Hellner 1960), boulangerite 

commonly appears in nature as thin needles or wires up 
to several centimeters in length, or in some cases as coils 
of wires. This propensity to one-dimensional crystal 
growth favors boulangerite for self-assembled arrange-
ments of micro- or nanowires. However, the serious 
drawback for applications in PV or TE is the rather 
poor electrical conductivity of boulangerite, about 10–6 
V–1m–1 (Lomelino & Mozurkewich 1989). As reported 
by Dittrich et al. (2007), amorphous or polycrystalline 
thin films of PbS–Sb2S3 sulfosalts show values between 
10–4 and 104 V–1m–1. As boulangerite can be Sb-rich, 
i.e., in the homogeneity range Pb5–xSb4+xS11+x/2 (Salanci 
1979, Moh et al. 1991), a composition-dependent varia-
tion of the electrical conductivity, s, is expected.

Studies on phase relations in the system PbS–Sb2S3 
have been already made by numerous authors, as 
summarized by Kitakaze et al. (1995), whereas the most 
comprehensive findings can be attributed to Salanci 
(1979) and Wang (1973, 1976). The crystal chemistry 
and structures of individual sulfosalt phases, as well 
as a systematic review of the structural aspects, were 
published by Skowron & Brown (1994). Structural prin-
ciples in homologous sulfosalt systems were discussed 
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by Andersson & Hyde (1974), Hyde et al. (1974), 
Makovicky & Karup-Møller (1977a, 1977b), Mako-
vicky (1977, 1985, 1989, 1993) and Makovicky & Topa 
(2009). Single needle-shaped crystals of boulangerite 
have successfully been grown by vapor transport with 
iodine (Skowron & Brown 1990a, Moh et al. 1991) or 
without a transporting agent (Lomelino & Mozurkewich 
1989). Nevertheless, there are no reports of the growth 
of boulangerite via chemical vapor transport (CVT) 
using NH4Cl, and about the degree of metal order in 
such synthetic boulangerite, as is found for natural 
specimens. An exception was the TEM examination 
of melt-grown boulangerite (Heuer et al. 2004), which 
revealed a statistical distribution of metals probably 
due to the high temperature of the process. Transport 
experiments with iodine at lower temperatures, 380°C, 
did not lead to boulangerite (Kryukova et al. 2005). 
Chemical vapor-transport experiments via NH4Cl were 
described in the system PbS–Bi2S3 by Carlson (1972) 
and for troilite (FeS) by Krabbes et al. (1976). So 
far, systematic details on the CVT synthesis of single 
crystals of boulangerite of different nonstoichiometries 
are missing. Thus, in this paper, we report on the CVT 
synthesis, structural characterization of boulangerite 
and the effect of variable Pb:Sb ratio on its electrical 
conductivity, together with the examination of associ-
ated halogeno-sulfosalts like dadsonite and the iodine 
derivative of pillaite.

ExpERImEnTAl

The samples of boulangerite come from the mines of 
Trepça, in the Republic of Kosovo, and Příbram, in the 
Czech Republic. The crystals of synthetic boulangerite 
were prepared by CVT in evacuated and fused silica 
tubes. For CVT, the ampoules were placed in a tube 
furnace with a parabolically decreasing temperature 
profile from Tsource to (Tsource – 37 K). The transport 
distance and the inner tube diameter were kept constant 
at 100 mm and 12 mm, respectively. We added NH4Cl 
to create the transporting agent HCl. The source mate-
rial for CVT experiments was synthesized by solid-
state reaction in fused silica tubes starting with pure 
elements Pb, Sb, and S (purity better than 99.995%). 
At first, the mixtures were treated for five days at T = 
250°C, followed by a slow heating up to 850°C (50 
degrees per day), to obtain a homogeneous melt. This 
melt was quenched to room temperature by switching 
off the furnace. After grinding, the powder was pressed 
to pellets, which were treated again in fused silica tubes 
at 570°C for seven days, followed by rapid quenching 
in air. This as-grown material served as a source for 
CVT. The chemical vapor-transport process was ther-
modynamically modeled by the cVTRAns software 
(Glaum et al. 1997).

The X-ray-diffraction data were collected from 
powder samples with CuKa radiation (l = 0.1541874 
nm) in an X’Pert Pro Diffraktometer system (PANa-

lytical) in a range of 5° ≤ 2u ≤ 90° (step size 0.016°, 
t = 20 s) operating in Bragg–Brentano geometry with 
an X’Celerator RTMS detector. For phase analysis and 
Rietveld refinement, the software X’Pert HighScore 
Plus (PANalytical 2009) was used, and silicon served 
as an internal standard.

The morphology and dimensions of the samples 
were studied using a Zeiss DSM 640 scanning electron 
microscope (SEM) operating at 15 kV, 20 mA. For 
HRTEM analysis, the crystals were stuck between 
GaAs wafers used as a dummy material. In this way, 
sections were prepared with the boulangerite crystal 
fibers cut along and across their elongation. After 
mechanical grinding and polishing, the specimens 
were thinned by Ar+ ion milling in a GATAN Duo-
Mill. Typical operating conditions were 4 kV, 0.5 mA 
and an incident angle of the beam of about 11°–13°. 
Selected-area electron-diffraction patterns (SAED) and 
HRTEM images were obtained using a Philips CM–200 
STEM equipped with a super twin objective lens (point 
resolution 2.3 nm). The HRTEM image simulations 
and the calculation of the SAED pattern were made by 
means of the JEMS software (Stadelmann 1987, 2008). 
The composition of the crystals was determined by a 
calibrated EDX system (EDAX) adapted to the CM200 
STEM used.

To measure the electrical conductivity, single crys-
tals of boulangerite were fixed on an isolating substrate 
using Ga–In alloy to ensure ohmic point-contacts at 
each end of one individual needle. The measurements of 
the current–voltage characteristics were carried out with 
an Agilent 4156C Precision Semiconductor Parameter 
Analyser using a SÜSS MicroTec Waferprober for the 
contacts.

ThE cRysTAl sTRucTuRE of BoulAnGERITE  
AnD DEGREE of mETAl oRDER

As is typical for sulfosalts, the crystal structure of 
boulangerite consists of structural fragments derived 
from the herzenbergite (SnS) archetype (Makovicky 
1993). In case of boulangerite, three parallel Me6S8 
ribbons form rhombic building blocks with chain-like 
extension along the needle axis, i.e., the crystallographic 
c axis (Fig. 1). Although there are different unit-cell 
settings in literature, we assign our data to the ortho-
rhombic basic cell after Moh et al. (1991) or Petrova 
et al. (1978), with a 21.240, b 23.510, c 4.036 Å, as a 
convention for comparison. The three marginal metal 
sites of each of the two external ribbons are occupied 
by Pb only. Two of the inner metal sites are completely 
occupied by Sb, whereas the third one is partially 
replaced by Pb. The metal sites of the central ribbon 
are mixed (Pb,Sb) sites. Two types of OD structures 
result. The first type has a statistical metal distribution 
with site-occupancy factors (Pb) of 0.45–0.60 on the 
mixed sites (Petrova et al. 1978). In the other type, these 
mixed sites can be ordered, with ideally a complete 
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occupancy of Pb or Sb alternating in the c direction, 
leading to the doubling of the c parameter. In addition, 
the occupancy of these metal sites alternates in the a 
direction as well. Therefore, the whole ordered structure 
leads to a supercell of 2a 3 b 3 2c with a basal face-
centering of (010), first reported by Born & Hellner 
(1960). This coupled alternation can also be described 
with a monoclinic unit-cell with a 21.612, b 23.543, c 
8.084 Å, and b 100.70°, as reported by Mumme (1989). 
As the c parameter is doubled, c→ mon = 2 c→ ortho , and as 
the monoclinic a axis is directed to the face centering 
of the supercell a→ mon = a→  ortho + c→ ortho, the monoclinic 
inclination b results.

ThE synThEsIs of BoulAnGERITE  
By chEmIcAl VApoR TRAnspoRT

For the synthesis of boulangerite, the general 
formula of the reactant was taken as Pb5–xSb4+xS11+x/2, in 
agreement with the composition range due to Sb excess 
as reported by Salanci (1979). To check for a possible 
extension of this solid solution toward Pb-rich composi-
tions, negative steps of (–x) = 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5 
were also prepared. Of special interest was a test to see 
if the mineral “falkmanite”, described by Hiller (1939) 
and Ramdohr & Ödman (1940), does exist. Robinson 
(1948) and Hiller himself (cf. Fleischer 1955) doubted 
its existence and concluded that it is boulangerite. Later 
Mozgova et al. (1983), McQueen (1987) and Pruseth 
et al. (2001) reported again on the existence of “falk-
manite”, but convincing evidence by crystal-structure 
data is still missing (Moëlo et al. 2008).

Thus, after the synthesis of the above-mentioned 
compositions by solid-state reaction and a final 
annealing at T = 570°C (ten days), the material was 
quenched to room temperature to freeze in the ther-
modynamic equilibrium at these conditions. Our XRD 
analyses of this material revealed that all samples are 
boulangerite in association with some additional galena, 
the proportion of which increases with increasing (–x). 
Other phases, like Cu-free meneghenite or “falkmanite”, 
were not detected.

The chemical vapor transport (CVT) was carried 
out as described in the experimental section. The 
duration of transport was kept at seven days. The 
maximum temperatures, 637°C in the source area and 
600°C in deposition zone, are near the melting point of 
boulangerite (631°C: Salanci & Moh 1970). Owing to 
the decomposition of NH4Cl, releasing the transporting 
agent HCl, additional N2, H2 and minor amounts of NH3 
are formed under thermodynamic equilibrium condi-
tions assumed at the given temperatures (Krabbes et 
al. 1976, Dirtu et al. 2006).

To understand how the CVT process of boulangerite 
works near the conditions of thermodynamic equilib-
rium, the mass transfer was modeled using the program 
cVTRAns (Glaum et al. 1997). It combines the Gmin 
method (Eriksson 1971) with the cooperative transport 
model (Gruehn & Schweizer 1983). Therefore, the 
thermochemical data for the condensed phases PbS, Pb, 
PbCl2, Sb2S3, Sb, SbCl3 and about 50 gaseous species 
(Binnewies & Milke 1999, Knacke et al. 1991, JANAF 
1986, Barin 1992, Kubaschewski & Alcock 1983) have 
been considered.

fIG. 1. The orthorhombic structure of boulangerite, with a statistical distribution of metals (Moh et al. 1991) projected along 
[001], i.e., a cross-section of a needle. Left: the fundamental building-block unit composed of three Me6S8 ribbons with 
infinite extension along the viewing direction [001]. Right: the unit cell.
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Because the thermochemical data for different 
compositions of boulangerite are not available, they 
were calculated as those of a true mixture according to 
Craig & Lees (1972) and Craig & Barton (1973). The 
latter item gives the standard-state enthalpy and entropy 
of Pb5Sb4S11 as a mixture of PbS, Sb and sulfur, but 
values of the heat capacity for temperature-dependent 
calculations are missing. However, considering the 
structural building principles of sulfosalts derived 
from the archetype herzenbergite, boulangerite, ideally 
Pb5Sb4S11, was approximated to the formula Pb5–x 
Sb4+xS11+x/2 which is a mixture of (5–x)PbS + (4+x)
SbS1.5, i.e., (5–x)PbS + (2+½x)Sb2S3, where Pb and Sb 
are in a coordination and chemical bonding environment 
as in PbS and Sb2S3, respectively. Therefore, the heat 
capacity of the compound boulangerite Cp (B) = ∑

i
Cp (i) 

• xi can be assumed to be the sum of the fractional Cp 
(i) of the components i (PbS and SbS1.5) in their molar 
fractions xi with:

Cp (i, T) • xi = A • xi + B • T • xi  
+ C • 1/T2 • xi + D • T2 • xi. (1)

Using the common relations, the standard enthalpy of 
formation Df H0

T and entropy Df S0
T of the compound 

boulangerite can be calculated. Deviating from the 
model of Craig & Barton (1973), which applies a factor 
of 1.2 ± 0.8 in the entropy term of the free mixing 
enthalpy DGm, the non-ideal mixing in this approach is 
expressed by W for the enthalpy of mixing Dmix H0

T(i):

Dmix H0(i) = W • xPbS • xSbS1.5 (2)

Thus, the standard Gibbs energy of the real mixture can 
be derived from the standard state Gibbs energy of an 
ideal mixture DGf (B)real = DGf (B)ideal + Dmix H0

T(I):
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In this way, the thermochemical data for boulangerite 
Pb5–xSb4+xS11+x/2 with reasonable values of x were esti-
mated. The first successful calculations with cVTRAns 
could be performed with a lowest absolute W value 
of –123 kJ/mol, which results in a mixing enthalpy of 
about –25 kJ/mol. These values fit well the range of 
energies reported by Ghosal & Sack (1999) for non-
ideal mixing in Ag–Sb–Bi sulfosalts. The initial values 
of enthalpy, entropy and heat capacity increments for 
PbS and Sb2S3 were taken from Binnewies & Milke 
(1999). The calculated standard enthalpies, entropies 
and Gibbs free energies for different compositions of 
boulangerite are listed in Table 1. They seem to be 
reasonable compared to the values for sulfosalt ore 

minerals given by Craig & Lees (1972) and Craig & 
Barton (1973).

The composition range –0.5 ≤ x ≤ 0.5 considers the 
suggested boulangerite homologue series with the end 
members “falkmanite” Pb5.5Sb3.5S10.75 and “plumosite” 
Pb2Sb2S5 (Mozgova & Bortnikov 1980, Mozgova et 
al. 1984, Vrublevskaja et al. 1985, McQueen 1987, 
Mumme 1989). However, according to Moëlo et al. 
(2008), both end members are not established mineral 
species. Nevertheless, our calculated data attest that all 
compounds of this homologous series have roughly the 
same thermodynamic stability, owing to nearly equal 
values of the negative Gibbs energy. However, the 
values of the negative Gibbs energy increase slightly 
for boulangerite with a deficiency in Pb. Therefore, 
Pb-poor compositions should be thermodynamically 
favored with respect to Pb-rich ones. This is in good 
agreement with the homogeneity range of boulangerite 
Pb5–xSb4+xS11+x/2 found by Salanci (1979), which allows 
a Pb deficiency up to x ≈ 0.3.

The gaseous species could be reduced to about 32 
probable ones (see Fig. 2a) with different thermochem-
ical data in some cases. If the data given by Binnewies 
& Milke (1999) and Knacke et al. (1991) are used, 
then the calculated results match well the experimental 
ones. It follows that HCl, H2S, SbCl, PbCl2 and SbCl3 
are dominantly responsible for the mass transfer j, as 
demonstrated in Figure 2a. Sublimated sulfides, such 
as PbS, Pb2S2, SbS, Sb2S3 play a subordinate role. 
Confirming the experimental results, the decrease 
of SbClgas and PbCl2

gas with lowering temperature 
suggests that the transporting reaction must be endo-
thermic. Moreover, the partial pressure of SbClgas is 
larger than for PbCl2gas. This favors the mass transfer of 
Sb over Pb and, therefore, the crystallized boulangerite 
has a lower content of Pb than the starting material. This 
is actually observed in all experiments (Table 2) and is 
in agreement with the calculated thermochemical data 
mentioned above. In addition, the calculated composi-
tion of the source (Fig. 2b) predicts the coexistence 
of a rather Pb-poor boulangerite in addition to galena 

TABLE 1.  CALCULATED THERMOCHEMICAL DATA
FOR VARIOUS COMPOSITIONS OF BOULANGERITE AT T = 25�C

____________________________________________________________

f T f T f T f pPb Sb S Ä  H Ä  H Ä  S Ä  G C  factors0 0 0 real

_____________ _____ + __________________________

mix TÄ  H0

apfu kJ/mol kJ/mol J/mol kJ/mol A B•10–3

____________________________________________________________

5.5 4.5 10.75 -899.4 -928.6 826.2 -1174.8 435.3 157.7
5.4 3.6 10.8 -899.8 -929.3 826.2 -1175.6 435.7 159.8
5.2 3.8 10.9 -900.7 -930.7 826.2 -1176.9 436.5 164.0
5 4 11 -901.5 -931.9 826.2 -1178.1 437.4 168.1
4.8 4.2 11.1 -902.3 -933.0 826.2 -1179.2 438.2 172.3
4.6 4.4 11.2 -903.2 -933.9 826.1 -1180.1 439.1 176.5
4.5 4.5 11.25 -903.6 -934.4 826.1 -1180.5 439.5 178.6

____________________________________________________________
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fIG. 2. a) Vapor phases in equilibrium with 100 mg boulangerite Pb5Sb4S11 and 0.4 mg NH4Cl per 12 mL volume at an initial 
pressure P0

25°C of 0.001 atm, calculated by the cVTRAns software (Glaum et al. 1997), by application of thermochemical data 
for condensed phases (PbS, Pb, PbCl2, *Sb2S3, Sb and #Pb5Sb4S11) and gaseous species (N2, N, H2, H, NH3, N2H2, HCl, Cl2, 
Cl, H2S, HS, H2S2, Pb, PbS, Pb2S2, *PbCl2, *PbCl4, Sb, Sb2, SbS, Sb2S3, SbCl, *SbCl3, *SbCl5, S1,…,S8) after Binnewies 
& Milke (1999) or *Knacke et al. (1991). #The thermochemical data for boulangerite were calculated. b) Corresponding 
source-masses calculated for equilibrium conditions.

TABLE 2.  TEM–EDX ANALYSIS OF *NATURAL AND SYNTHETIC CRYSTALS OF BOULANGERITE
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

x y x+1.5y 4 growth EDX idealsample reactant  Pb Sb S NH Cl T mass phase Pb Sb S  / S Pb:Sb
________________ _____ ____ transfer j deposited ______________________________ _____

Pb Sb S mg/mL �C mg/h (XRD) formula units per 9 metal atoms at. ratio
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

* Trepça --- --- --- --- --- --- ---  5.03(8)  3.97(8) 11.11(26) / 10.98 1.26(4)
* Pøíbram --- --- --- --- --- --- ---  4.88(7)  4.12(7) 11.05(54) / 11.07 1.18(4)

B8-F 5.2 3.8 10.9 0.033 600� 0.34(1) boulangerite 4.89(7) 4.11(7) 11.71(32) / 11.06 1.19(4)
B8-C 5 4 11 0.033 600� 0.32(1) boulangerite 4.77(7) 4.23(7) 11.49(26) / 11.12 1.13(4)

� XE8D 5 4 11 --- 570� resubl. boulangerite  5.00(9)  4.00(9) 11.88(34) / 11.00 1.26(4)
B8-G 5.5 3.5 10.75 0.033 570� 0.22(2) boulangerite  5.09(9)  3.91(9) 11.30(47) / 10.94 1.30(4)
B8-D 5.2 3.8 10.9 0.033 570� 0.22(2) boulangerite  5.04(8)  3.96(8) 10.87(17) / 10.98 1.27(4)
B8-A 5 4 11 0.033 570� 0.18(2) boulangerite,  4.82(9)  4.18(9) 12.53(40) / 11.09 1.16(4)

2 2 5 Pb Sb Sv

EL81 5.3 3.7 10.85 <0.02 570� 0.10(1) boulangerite  4.65(6)  4.35(6) 10.79(24) / 11.18 1.07(4)
EL82 5.3 3.7 10.85 <0.02 570� 0.11(1) boulangerite  4.67(6)  4.33(7) 11.10(25) / 11.17 1.08(4)
EL83 5.3 3.7 10.85 <0.02 570� 0.12(1) boulangerite  4.69(8)  4.31(8) 11.41(27) / 11.16 1.09(4)

2 2 5B8-B 5 4 11 0.033 470� 0.02(1)  Pb Sb S  2.03(2)  1.97(2) 5.13(18) / 5 1.03(4)v

24 20.5 54 1.5XE8A 5 4 11 0.033 450� 0.03(1) dadsonite Pb Sb S Cl 1.17(4)

9.6 7.9 23 1.55XE8C 5 4 11 iodine 450� 0.13(1) I-doped pillaite, Pb Sb S I 1.22(4)
PbS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Synthetic boulangerite grown by CVT for a temperature gradient of about 37 K and growth time of 7 days. � XE8D: crystallization on educt

2 2 5at 570�C, 7d;  Pb Sb S : phase V (Salanci 1979); resubl.: resublimation.  For each sample, about 12 spectra of different needles werev

collected. The standard deviations are given in brackets. The determination of specimen composition was done using calibrated TEM–EDX
considering the SKá, PbLá, PbMá, and SbKá lines. The ratio Pb:Sb was accurately determined from PbLá and SbKá lines. Note that SKá,
as the only spectral line of sulfur, overlaps with the PbMá line. This leads to slight deviations in the values of the atomic ratio Pb:S, in spite
of the calibrated Cliff–Lorimer factors. 

a b
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owing to the greater solubility of Sb than of Pb in the 
vapor phase.

For a starting composition of stoichiometric 
Pb5S4S11, the whole mass-transfer and the transfer 
of lead relative to that of antimony decrease with 
decreasing temperature (samples B8–C, –A, –B). 
Only a deposition at 600°C leads to pure boulangerite, 
which has a lead deficiency (Table 2). For even lower 
temperatures of deposition (570° and 470°C), crystal-
lization of Pb2Sb2S5 occurred (sample B8–A and –B 
in Table 2). This phase can be attributed to the “phase 
V” described by Salanci (1979). The crystallization of 
this compound at 570°C lies inside the reported range 
of stability between 506° and 598°C (Salanci 1979), 
or between 490° and 584°C (Kitakaze et al. 1995), 
whereas the deposition at 470°C lies a little below. 
Without any transporting agent, no significant mass-
transfer was observed, although needles of stoichio-
metric boulangerite crystallized on the stoichiometric 
source material Pb5S4S11 (Tgrowth = 570°C) by simple 
resublimation (sample XE8D in Table 2).

To enable the deposition of boulangerite with a 
higher Pb content, the source material needs to be 
enriched with lead. For a constant concentration of 
NH4Cl, a considerable excess of Pb in the source mate-
rial is needed for the formation of Pb-rich boulangerite 
(cf. samples B8 –G and –D in Table 2).

Calculating the vapor-phase equilibrium by CVT 
for temperatures below T = 470°C, the concentrations 
of Cl-bearing gaseous species are reduced, owing to 
the formation of PbCl2 as a liquid condensed phase. 
Although we did not observe any PbCl2, a Cl-bearing 
sulfosalt like dadsonite Pb24Sb20.5S54Cl1.5 (Tdep = 450 
°C) did form; it differs slightly in Pb:Sb ratio and Cl 
content from the structures reported by Makovicky et 
al. (2006). Moreover, in analogous CVT runs using 
iodine as transporting agent, iodine-substituted pillaite, 
Pb9.6Sb7.9S23I1.55 (see Kryukova et al. 2005) formed 
at Tdep ≤ 450°C, indicating a similar good affinity of 
Pb for I.

Synthetic roughly stoichiometric boulangerite grows 
as needles, 1–10 mm in length and only a few 10 mm in 
width (Fig. 3a). Lead-poor boulangerite appears as flat 
lamellae, which consist of individual fibers in parallel 
intergrowth along the needle axis [001] (Fig. 3b). The 
CVT-grown dadsonite and iodine-substituted pillaite 
have similar morphologies as boulangerite, whereas 
their mosaic-like intergrowth leads to hollow needles 
or wires (Figs. 3c, d).

Compared to synthetic products, the atomic ratio 
Pb:Sb of boulangerite can also differ from that of the 
ideal composition Pb5Sb4S11, depending on the prove-
nance, as listed in Table 2. In particular, values less than 
1.25, i.e., cases of Pb-poor boulangerite, are observed. 
Whereas slightly Pb-rich needle-shaped boulangerite 
(length up to a few cm) associated with PbS is charac-
teristic for Trepça (Table 2), the boulangerite needles 
from Příbram are rather Pb-poor, without galena.

TRAnsmIssIon ElEcTRon mIcRoscopy  
AnD mIcRosTRucTuRE

As SEM imaging revealed, the boulangerite samples 
as well as the halogen-bearing sulfosalt needles consist 
of microfibers in strongly parallel intergrowth. Trans-
mission electron microscopy confirmed that these fibers 
are differently twisted in azimuth, forming a mosaic-like 
texture, which causes a quasi-powder pattern in single-
crystal X-ray diffraction. Therefore, the microstructure 
and the state of metal order of the individual fibers are 
the object of consideration by HRTEM and SAED.

All of the natural boulangerite samples, from Trepça 
and Příbram, exhibit a particularly strong degree of 
metal order, causing additional rows of bright spots (see 
arrows in Fig. 4) in SAED pattern containing the c* 
direction. These spots appear at the half-position along 
the c* direction between the reflection rows (arrow 
tips) of the orthorhombic basic cell with a statistical 
metal distribution. In addition, these spots are shifted 
by ½•a*, which results in the inclination b = 100(1)° 
of the monoclinic unit-cell with ordered metal distribu-
tion (see inset in Fig. 4b). In the HRTEM lattice image, 
this metal order is reflected by bright contrasts in the 
corresponding symmetry (Fig. 4b). The additional spots 
in the SAED pattern of synthetic boulangerite (Fig. 4c) 
are rather weak compared to those of the natural ones 
(Fig. 4b), which appear with nearly the same intensity 
as the reflections of the orthorhombic basic structure. 
The weaker additional spots for stoichiometric speci-
mens (B8–D) or slightly Sb-rich ones (B8–A, –C, –F) 
indicate only an imperfect degree of order, as shown 
for example in Figure 4c.

In contrast to nonstoichiometric boulangerite, in 
the stoichiometric sample XE8D, which crystallized 
without any transporting agent, the reflections caused 
by metal order degenerate to diffuse streaks (Fig. 4d). 
The same behavior can be observed if the atomic ratio 
Pb:Sb is strongly decreased (samples EL81–3). Thus 
the degree of metal order is marginal. However, the 
diffraction pattern of Pb-rich boulangerite sample B8–G 
does not show any additional reflections, evidence 
of statistical occupancy of metal sites. Therefore, we 
conclude that an excess as well as a strong deficiency 
of lead makes metal ordering very difficult.

A credible explanation for the weaker degree of 
metal order is the short time taken for formation 
compared to natural boulangerite. Owing to the condi-
tions of hydrothermal growth at elevated temperature 
(and pressure) over a long term, the highly ordered 
distribution of metals in natural boulangerite represents 
the thermodynamic equilibrium state. Apparently, the 
absolute temperature of growth seems to play a subor-
dinate role. Ordered natural crystals that were annealed 
at 550°C for two weeks in evacuated silica tubes show 
the same degree of metal order as before. In contrast, the 
period of CVT synthesis is comparatively short (seven 
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days), i.e., the CVT-grown boulangerite represents a 
non-equilibrium state.

Sections of dadsonite and iodine-substituted pillaite 
needles were also prepared for TEM parallel and 
perpendicular to their long axis in order to verify the 
XRD results and to check whether metal order exists 
or not. Dadsonite was clearly identified by TEM as a 
result of its typical rod-layer pattern if viewed along 
the fiber elongation (Fig. 4c). Two types of blocks, 
consisting of two parallel chain-like structure fragments 
of Me5S7 (for block 1) and Me4S6 (for block 2; both of 
“100-slab” type) adjoining each other include a chlorine 
atom supported by additional lead atoms for valence 
balance (see Fig. 5a). These “ropes” are interconnected 
by short fragments of the “311 slab” type (Makovicky 
et al. 2006). For dadsonite crystals oriented with the 
needle axis perpendicular to the direction of the electron 
beam, the diffraction patterns do not show additional 
reflections (Fig. 5e) that stem from metal order. Thus, 
the Sb,Pb mixed sites or the Sb split positions inside the 

inner rows of atoms in the Me5S7 chain fragments have 
no states of order in these synthetic crystals.

The structure of iodine-substituted pillaite (Fig. 
5b, Kryukova et al. 2005) was derived from that of 
natural pillaite, which contains chlorine and oxygen 
(Meerschaut et al. 2001). The stoichiometry of the 
synthetic specimen, determined by TEM–EDX to be 
roughly Pb9.6Sb7.9S23I1.55, differs from the composition 
Cu0.51Pb8.73Sb8.15S20I1.6 reported by Kryukova et al. 
(2005), because copper was excluded owing to CVT 
growth. However, both compositions exhibit a slightly 
higher Pb:Sb ratio than natural pillaite Pb9Sb10S23ClO0.5 
(Orlandi et al. 2001) owing to a substitution of Sb3+ + 
S2– by Pb2+ + I–, according to Doussier et al. (2008), for 
chloro-sulfosalts. Possible minor amounts of oxygen in 
the crystal structure of our synthetic material were not 
detectable by TEM–EDX. An HRTEM inspection of 
cross-sections of iodine-substituted pillaite fibers clearly 
identifies the characteristic chessboard-like arrange-
ment (Fig. 5d), also in agreement with HRTEM image 

fIG. 3. SEM images of CVT grown sulfosalts: a) stoichiometric boulangerite (sample XE8D), b) Pb-poor boulangerite forming 
lamellae (sample B8–A), c) needles and hollow fibers of dadsonite, d) thin hollow wires of iodine-substituted pillaite.

a b

c d
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simulations based on the available structural data. The 
interatomic distances determined from cross-sections 
and sections parallel to the fiber axis (B || [100], see 
Fig. 5f) agree well with the cell dimensions reported by 
Kryukova et al. (2005) and Meerschaut et al. (2001). 
Additional reflections (inset Fig. 6f) confirm the super-
structure of 2•b (Kryukova et al. 2005). Probably, this 
is due to an ordered distribution of Pb and Sb on the 
mixed metal sites.

phAsE IDEnTIfIcATIon AnD DETERmInATIon  
of lATTIcE pARAmETERs By x-RAy DIffRAcTIon

The crystalline phases of natural samples as well 
as CVT products were characterized by powder X-ray 
diffraction. Silicon (purity > 99.999%) was used as 
internal standard. Powdered CVT material was prepared 

on a zero-background sample holder (misoriented 
silicon wafer). For phase identification, the ICDD 
entries were used and ICSD entries for Rietveld refine-
ments of unit-cell parameters and phase quantities. 
The Rietveld refinement includes the parameters of 
specimen displacement, polynomial background fitting 
(0–5th coefficient and 1/x term), scaling factors of each 
phase applied, preferred orientation of boulangerite by 
the March–Dollase function and, finally, the profile-
function and the peak shape. The weighted profile-
reliability factors Rwp and also Rbragg for the individual 
phases were found to be ≤10%, owing to strong textural 
effects in boulangerite.

Contrary to the sample from Příbram, the natural 
boulangerite from Trepça contains 11–15 wt.% galena 
(Fig. 6). Additional reflections at low diffraction-angles 
caused by ordered metal distribution were not observed.

a b

c d

fIG. 4. HRTEM lattice images of: a, b) natural boulangerite Pb5.1Sb3.9S10.95 from Trepça: a) beam direction (B) || [001], i.e., 
cross-section of a fiber; b) B || [010]; owing to a well-established metal order between the reflection rows of the orthorhombic 
basic cell (marked by arrow tips), additional spots (marked by arrows) appear in the diffraction pattern (inset), which leads to 
the described monoclinic superstructure (labeled with a’, b’, c’*). Figures 4c and d show synthetic boulangerite. c) Sample 
B8–A Pb4.82Sb4.18S11.09, Sb-rich boulangerite, B || [320]; the additional weak reflection rows (inset) marked by arrows indicate 
metal order as well. d) Sample XE8D Pb5Sb4S11 of ideal stoichiometry, B || [100]; additional weak and diffuse reflection rows 
in SAED (inset) suggest an incomplete degree of metal order.
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The XRD powder patterns of the CVT products 
clearly show boulangerite. During the crystallization of 
Pb-poor materials, the phase Pb2Sb2S5 formed in addi-
tion agrees well with the d values and cell parameters 
of the ICDD entry of “phase V” reported by Salanci 
(1979), as shown in Figure 6. Other available entries, 
as well as the crystal-structure data of Skowron & 
Brown (1990b), do not match the reflections observed. 
Thus we assume that “V” is a discrete phase. Dadsonite 
could be identified by means of its ICDD entries. For 
iodine-substituted pillaite, the identification was based 
on HRTEM and our own XRD measurements.

Comparing the corrected powder-diffraction pattern 
of different compositions of boulangerite, the peak posi-
tions are slightly shifted. As presented in Table 3, the 
refined unit-cell parameters of the boulangerite samples 
grown by CVT are related to the deviation of the atomic 
ratio Pb:Sb from the ideal value 1.25 for stoichiometric 
Pb5Sb4S11. Because Pb is larger than Sb, the c param-
eter parallel to the needle axis decreases linearly with 
a lowering of Pb:Sb. The parameters a and b behave 
differently. Both increase for Pb:Sb larger than 1.25. But 
for Sb-rich compositions, a remains nearly unchanged, 
compared to that of a stoichiometric specimen, whereas 
b increases slightly. Obviously, the strong nonstoichi-
ometry and consequent generation of metal vacancies 
lead to a distortion of the interatomic distances perpen-
dicular to [001], the needle axis. However, the unit-cell 
volume shrinks continuously from Pb-rich toward 
Sb-rich synthetic boulangerite.

In spite of the similar absolute composition, the 
lattice parameters b and c of the natural boulangerite 
from Trepça and Příbram are larger than those of all 
synthetic ones. Although the a parameters are signifi-
cantly smaller, the unit-cell volumes of the natural 
specimens are larger than those of the boulangerite 
samples grown by CVT. The strong degree of metal 
order in the natural specimens probably gives rise 
to this discrepancy. As mentioned above, the degree 
of metal order in synthetic crystals is rather weak or 
not detectable. However, the correlation of the a and 
b parameters with the ratio of Pb:Sb is valid as well, 
whereas c behaves in an opposite fashion.

ThE ElEcTRIcAl conDucTIVITy  
of BoulAnGERITE

As reported by Lomelino & Mozurkewich (1989), 
we found the electrical conductivity of natural and 
synthetic boulangerite Pb5Sb4S11 to be roughly 10–6 
V–1m–1. They used water-dispersed graphite (Aquadag) 
to obtain contacts for measurements. For different sulfo-
salts and especially for crystals of small dimensions, 
we found that tinning solder consisting of Ga:In = 5:6 
gives very reliable ohmic contacts, e.g., for cylindrite 
(Kaden et al. 2010). It behaves as sputtered gold, but 
it is much better than conducting silver. Apparently, 
the liquid Ga–In alloy removes at T > 30°C impurities 
from the crystal surface because the surface is lightly 
dissolved. A heating at 80°C (one hour) was done to 
improve the contact behavior.

The electrical conductivity (at room temperature) 
of boulangerite strongly depends on the Pb:Sb ratio, 
as shown in Figure 7. From the lowest values of about 
6(1) 3 10–8 V–1m–1 for very Pb-poor samples El8–1, 
i.e., Pb4.65Sb4.35S11.18, the values rise with increasing 
Pb:Sb ratio up to about 5(1) 3 10–4 V–1m–1 for the 
Pb-rich sample B8–G, Pb5.1Sb3.9S10.95. Except for 
Pb-rich sample B8–G, all other samples show a more 
or less intense order of metals. Nevertheless, the values 
of this sample fit well with the average trend of s 
depending on Pb:Sb. A functional dependence of the 
electrical conductivity on the specimen composition 
can be given by a linear regression as log s = 13.5 3 
(Pb:Sb) – 21.2 with a reliability factor of 0.95. Also, 
the value of s for the boulangerite from Trepça, with 
its high degree of metal order, matches this function. 
Therefore, it seems that the order of metals does not 
influence significantly the electrical conductivity. The 
slightly higher conductivity of the Pb-poor boulangerite 
from Příbram may be attributed to impurities that were 
not clearly distinguishable by TEM–EDX. Outside the 
limit of stability of boulangerite, e.g., for Pb:Sb = 1.02, 
the phase Pb2Sb2S5 is stable and reaches again values 
as determined for Pb-rich boulangerite.

To prove the structurally defined anisotropy of 
charge-carrier transport, broader lamellae of the samples 
B8–A and EL8–3 were placed in contact in a manner 
that the conductivity can be measured parallel as well 
as perpendicular to their elongation. Since the lamellae 
are composed by many individual fibers intergrown 
parallel to [001], with each of them azimuthally misori-
ented against its neighboring fiber in a mosaic texture, 
the conductivity measured normal to the [001] should 
represent an average value over all directions belonging 
to the [001] zone. However, for both synthetic samples 
of boulangerite, the difference s|| – s⊥ was found to be 
negligible. More conspicuous is the dependence of s of 
boulangerite on the Pb:Sb ratio (see above).

As experimentally found, the type of conduction 
in CVT-grown boulangerite could not be determined. 
However, if we assume, independently of the Pb:Sb 

TABLE 3.  UNIT-CELL PARAMETERS OF BOULANGERITE
AS A FUNCTION OF THE ATOM RATIO Pb/Sb

____________________________________________________________

sample Pb/Sb a (Å) b (Å) c (Å) V (Å³)
____________________________________________________________

B8-G 1.30(4) 21.222(1) 23.470(1) 4.0308(3) 2007.7(3)
B8-D 1.27(4) 21.219(1) 23.467(1) 4.0301(3) 2006.8(3)
B8-F 1.19(4) 21.217(1) 23.468(1) 4.0292(2) 2006.2(3)
EL82 1.08(4) 21.217(1) 23.474(1) 4.0272(3) 2005.7(3)

Trepça 1.27(4) 21.185(1) 23.494(1) 4.0367(3) 2008.8(3)
Pøíbram 1.18(4) 21.181(1) 23.471(1) 4.0387(3) 2007.8(3)
____________________________________________________________
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fIG. 5. Schematically drawn projection of crystal structures 
of a) dadsonite [b–c plane], b) iodine-substituted pillaite 
[a–c plane]; HRTEM lattices images of a fiber cross-
section of: c) dadsonite with B || [100]; the black solid 
lines mark the chain-like structure fragments; d) iodine-
substituted pillaite with B || [010]; HRTEM lattice images 
of a section parallel to the fiber axis of: e) dadsonite with B 
|| [101]; f) iodine-substituted pillaite with B || [010].

a b

c

f

d

e
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ratio that boulangerite is an n-type conductor (nega-
tive Seebeck coefficients: Telkes 1950), the simple 
variation of the metal ratio Pb:Sb cannot serve as the 

only explanation for this dependence of s on Pb:Sb. 
Crucial for this trend seems to be the heterovalent 
substitution of Pb2+ $ Sb3+. As a consequence the 

fIG. 6. XRD powder pattern of natural (Trepça) and synthetic (B8–D, B8–A) samples of 
boulangerite. The internal standard silicon is marked by dashed lines (online red); in 
the pattern of the natural sample, additional galena is indicated by dotted lines (online 
blue). Black triangles mark “phase V” Pb2Sb2S5 in the pattern of B8–A.

fIG. 7. Electrical conductivity s at T = 298 K (in darkness) along the needle axis of 
various studied Pb–Sb sulfosalts. The dotted line is the linear regression of log s for 
synthetic boulangerite: log s = 13.5 3 (Pb:Sb) – 21.2, with a reliability of 0.95. Note 
that the electrical conductivity of stibnite (Sb2S3) lies in the range of 10–7 – 10–5 V–1m–1 
(e.g., Black et al. 1957, Lomelino & Mozurkewich 1989) and of galena (PbS) between 
10–2 – 102 V–1m–1 (e.g., Telkes 1950, Allgaier & Scanlon 1958).
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valence, balance with the sulfur sites is more or less 
lacking and, in addition, the lattice becomes distorted. 
If Sb (five valence electrons) replaces Pb (four valence 
electrons) in Pb-poor boulangerite, antimony acts as 
donor, according to eq. 4:

Pb2+ $ Sb3+
Pb + e–.  (4)

To satisfy the valence balance with the sulfur sites, 
metal vacancies (e.g., V”Pb) must be created, as is 
known for PbS (Masterov et al. 1999) and proposed 
for sulfosalts by Moëlo et al. (2008), where those metal 
vacancies act as acceptors:

3Pb2+ $ 2Sb3+
Pb + V”Pb (5)

Both states should compensate each other. Thus, a 
decrease in the Pb:Sb ratio in boulangerite should 
lead to a decrease of the free carrier concentration 
due to self-compensation. A deterioration of conduc-
tivity should follow. For Pb:Sb > 1.25, i.e., in Pb-rich 
boulangerite, lead replaces antimony and behaves as 
acceptor. On the one hand, the balance with the sulfur 
sites can be preserved by supplying sulfur vacancies, 
which act as donors:

2Sb3+ $ 2Pb2+
Sb + V ••

S (6)

Such a formation of sulfur vacancies would indicate 
a decreased sulfur fugacity as well. Although in this 
case a self-compensation also is expected, the increased 
Pb:Sb ratio leads to increased values of s, as shown 
in Figure 7. As the metal sites in the boulangerite 
structure act as donors, the sulfur sites behave as 
acceptors. If the boulangerite samples are really n-type 
conducting (independent of the Pb:Sb ratio), then the 
metals should dominate the conductivity. On the other 
hand, a decreased fugacity of sulfur could also lead 
to the formation of Sb–Sb bonds, e.g., the pair Sb4+

2, 
according to:

3Sb3+ $ Sb4+
2 + Pb2+

Sb (7)

In this case, no sulfur vacancies are formed, and the 
lead on the antimony site acts as an acceptor. For the 
pair Sb4+

2, there should not be a significant change 
of the electronic character compared to 2 Sb3+. Thus, 
an increase of the charge-carrier transport and in s 
is not plausible. Therefore, we assume a substitu-
tion according to equation 6; however, an additional 
examination of the antimony species will be necessary 
to provide an explicit evidence. Additional CVT experi-
ments with a surplus of metallic Pb in the source mate-
rial lead to the crystallization of metallic Sb in addition 
to boulangerite. Nevertheless, assuming that the phase 
Pb2Sb2S5 is nearly stoichiometric, no lattice distortion 
and electronic self-compensation are expected. Hence, 

the electrical conductivity is comparable to that of 
stoichiometric boulangerite.

To prove an additional effect of illumination on the 
charge-carrier transport, some representative synthetic 
samples were measured in daylight. The resulting 
photoelectric response of these samples of boulangerite 
appears rather weak, with the ratio of illuminated to 
dark current Iill/Idark between 1.2 and 1.6, independently 
of the Pb:Sb ratio.

conclusIons

Boulangerite of different compositions within the 
homogeneity range Pb5–xSb4+xS11+x/2, as given by 
Salanci (1979), were produced by CVT over a tempera-
ture range between 400° and 600°C using NH4Cl as 
the transporting agent. Optimum conditions for the 
crystallization of well-formed needles of boulangerite 
several mm in length were found to be at a deposition 
temperature of 570°C, DT ~ 37 K across a distance 
of 100 mm, and an initial NH4Cl input of 0.033 mg/
mL. A significant excess of Pb in the source material 
can lead to the crystallization of Pb-rich boulangerite 
in the deposition zone. If a stoichiometric reactant is 
used, boulangerite with a Pb:Sb ratio less than that of 
the starting material usually is formed, and Pb2Sb2S5 
(“phase V” of Salanci 1979) may appear as well. This is 
a result of the higher amount of mass transfer of gaseous 
antimony chlorides than of lead chlorides during CVT. 
This finding is supported by the thermochemical calcu-
lations of the equilibrium between the gaseous and 
condensed phases. In addition, the modeling of the ther-
mochemical data predicts a slightly larger thermody-
namic stability of Pb-poorer boulangerite. This finding 
correlates well with the observation that depending 
on the provenance, e.g., Příbram, the natural samples 
of boulangerite are more or less Pb-poor. Moreover, 
the thermodynamic modeling of the transport reaction 
predicts a strong affinity of Pb for the halogens to form 
halogeno-sulfosalts at T < 470°C. Consequently, under 
these conditions, the CVT of boulangerite leads to the 
crystallization of chlorine-rich dadsonite, or to iodine-
substituted pillaite if iodine is used as the transporting 
agent. A well-documented order among metals found 
in all natural samples of boulangerite studied leads 
to a monoclinic superstructure (Mumme 1989); it is 
only poorly developed for synthetic ones. Apparently, 
the comparatively short time of crystal growth during 
CVT prevents the complete ordering of metals, so 
that the synthetic boulangerite is in non-equilibrium. 
Whereas extremely Pb-poor specimens still show very 
weak order of metals, it is totally missing in Pb-rich 
boulangerite. The strongly ordered natural crystals 
have larger b and c parameters than the synthetic ones, 
whereas a is significantly smaller for similar composi-
tions. For synthetic samples, the c dimension, i.e., along 
the needle axis, decreases the more Pb is replaced by 
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Sb, together with a slight decrease of a and increase of 
b. The different behavior of a and b may be due to the 
generation of metal vacancies as a consequence of the 
heterovalent substitution of Pb2+ by Sb3+ to guarantee 
the balance of valences at the sulfur sites. These metal 
vacancies behave like acceptors and should compensate 
the donors formed by the Sb3+ on Pb2+ sites. Conse-
quently, s decreases by four orders of magnitude with 
a decrease of the Pb:Sb ratio, from 1.3 to about 1.07 
(the lowest detected Pb:Sb ratio). The phase Pb2Sb2S5 
(Pb:Sb = 1) has an electrical conductivity s similar to 
stoichiometric boulangerite, synthetic dadsonite and 
iodine-substituted pillaite.
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data_new21sua 
  
_audit_creation_method            SHELXL-97 
_chemical_name_systematic 
; 
 Lead Antimony sulfide (5.08/3.93/11) 
; 
_chemical_name_common             boulangerite 
_chemical_melting_point           ? 
_chemical_formula_moiety          'Pb5.08 Sb3.93 S11' 
_chemical_formula_sum             'Pb5 S11 Sb4' 
_chemical_formula_weight          1875.61 
  
_chemical_special_details 
; 
The non-integer number of atoms in the unit-cell is due to the occurrence  
of partially occupied sites and substitutional disorder. 
; 
 
loop_ 
 _atom_type_symbol 
 _atom_type_description 
 _atom_type_scat_dispersion_real 
 _atom_type_scat_dispersion_imag 
 _atom_type_scat_source 
 'S'  'S'   0.1246   0.1234 
 'International Tables Vol C Tables 4.2.6.8 and 6.1.1.4' 
 'Sb'  'Sb'  -0.5866   1.5461 
 'International Tables Vol C Tables 4.2.6.8 and 6.1.1.4' 
 'Pb'  'Pb'  -3.3944  10.1111 
 'International Tables Vol C Tables 4.2.6.8 and 6.1.1.4' 
  
_symmetry_cell_setting            'monoclinic' 
_symmetry_space_group_name_H-M    'P21/a' 
  
loop_ 
 _symmetry_equiv_pos_as_xyz 
 'x, y, z' 
 '-x+1/2, y+1/2, -z' 
 '-x, -y, -z' 
 'x-1/2, -y-1/2, z' 
  
_cell_length_a                    21.554(4) 
_cell_length_b                    23.454(4) 
_cell_length_c                    8.079(2) 
_cell_angle_alpha                 90.00 
_cell_angle_beta                  100.76(1) 
_cell_angle_gamma                 90.00 
_cell_volume                      4012.4(14) 
_cell_formula_units_Z             8 
_cell_measurement_temperature     293(2) 
_cell_measurement_reflns_used     ? 
_cell_measurement_theta_min       ? 
_cell_measurement_theta_max       ? 



  
_exptl_crystal_description        needle 
_exptl_crystal_colour             silver 
_exptl_crystal_size_max           1.2 
_exptl_crystal_size_mid           0.10 
_exptl_crystal_size_min           0.03 
_exptl_crystal_density_meas       'not measured' 
_exptl_crystal_density_diffrn     6.210 
_exptl_crystal_density_method     'not measured' 
_exptl_crystal_F_000              6320 
_exptl_absorpt_coefficient_mu     48.217 
_exptl_absorpt_correction_type    'empirical' 
_exptl_absorpt_correction_T_min   0.2986 
_exptl_absorpt_correction_T_max   0.7461 
_exptl_absorpt_process_details    'program SADABS (Sheldrick 2008)' 
  
_exptl_special_details 
; 
 ? 
; 
  
_diffrn_ambient_temperature       293(2) 
_diffrn_radiation_wavelength      0.71073 
_diffrn_radiation_type            MoK\a 
_diffrn_radiation_source          'fine-focus sealed tube' 
_diffrn_radiation_monochromator   graphite 
_diffrn_measurement_device_type   'Bruker AXS X8 APEX2 CCD' 
_diffrn_measurement_method        'integration of the spots (Apex suite)' 
_diffrn_detector_area_resol_mean  ? 
_diffrn_standards_number          ? 
_diffrn_standards_interval_count  ? 
_diffrn_standards_interval_time   ? 
_diffrn_standards_decay_%         ? 
_diffrn_reflns_number             118995 
_diffrn_reflns_av_R_equivalents   0.1564 
_diffrn_reflns_av_sigmaI/netI     0.0796 
_diffrn_reflns_limit_h_min        -30 
_diffrn_reflns_limit_h_max        30 
_diffrn_reflns_limit_k_min        -33 
_diffrn_reflns_limit_k_max        33 
_diffrn_reflns_limit_l_min        -11 
_diffrn_reflns_limit_l_max        10 
_diffrn_reflns_theta_min          0.87 
_diffrn_reflns_theta_max          30.58 
_reflns_number_total              12443 
_reflns_number_gt                 8495 
_reflns_threshold_expression      >2sigma(I) 
         
_computing_data_collection        'Apex program suite (Bruker 2003)' 
_computing_cell_refinement        'Apex program suite (Bruker 2003' 
_computing_data_reduction         'SAINT (Bruker 2003)' 
_computing_structure_solution     'none' 
_computing_structure_refinement   'SHELXL-97 (Sheldrick, 1997)' 
_computing_molecular_graphics     ? 
_computing_publication_material   ? 



  
_refine_special_details 
; 
 Refinement of F^2^ against ALL reflections.  The weighted R-factor wR and 
 goodness of fit S are based on F^2^, conventional R-factors R are based 
 on F, with F set to zero for negative F^2^. The threshold expression of 
 F^2^ > 2sigma(F^2^) is used only for calculating R-factors(gt) etc. and is 
 not relevant to the choice of reflections for refinement.  R-factors based 
 on F^2^ are statistically about twice as large as those based on F, and R- 
 factors based on ALL data will be even larger. 
; 
  
_refine_ls_structure_factor_coef  Fsqd 
_refine_ls_matrix_type            full 
_refine_ls_weighting_scheme       calc 
_refine_ls_weighting_details 
 'calc w=1/[\s^2^(Fo^2^)+(0.0537P)^2^+334.9155P] where P=(Fo^2^+2Fc^2^)/3' 
_atom_sites_solution_primary      direct 
_atom_sites_solution_secondary    difmap 
_atom_sites_solution_hydrogens    geom 
_refine_ls_hydrogen_treatment     mixed 
_refine_ls_extinction_method      none 
_refine_ls_extinction_coef        ? 
_refine_ls_number_reflns          12443 
_refine_ls_number_parameters      360 
_refine_ls_number_restraints      0 
_refine_ls_R_factor_all           0.1161 
_refine_ls_R_factor_gt            0.0623 
_refine_ls_wR_factor_ref          0.1652 
_refine_ls_wR_factor_gt           0.1351 
_refine_ls_goodness_of_fit_ref    1.072 
_refine_ls_restrained_S_all       1.072 
_refine_ls_shift/su_max           0.000 
_refine_ls_shift/su_mean          0.000 
  
loop_ 
 _atom_site_label 
 _atom_site_type_symbol 
 _atom_site_fract_x 
 _atom_site_fract_y 
 _atom_site_fract_z 
 _atom_site_U_iso_or_equiv 
 _atom_site_adp_type 
 _atom_site_occupancy 
 _atom_site_symmetry_multiplicity 
 _atom_site_calc_flag 
 _atom_site_refinement_flags 
 _atom_site_disorder_assembly 
 _atom_site_disorder_group 
A1 Pb 0.12228(5) 0.49872(4) 0.94540(18) 0.0228(2) Uani 1 1 d . . . 
A2 Pb 0.30804(4) 0.15950(4) 0.02589(18) 0.01893(19) Uani 1 1 d . . . 
A3 Pb 0.20558(4) 0.32436(3) 0.97843(18) 0.0205(2) Uani 1 1 d . . . 
A4 Sb 0.46610(8) 0.43755(7) 0.3338(3) 0.0215(4) Uani 1 1 d . . . 
A5A Pb 0.13286(13) 0.09657(11) 0.2035(5) 0.0225(5) Uiso 0.695(13) 1 d P . . 
A5B Sb 0.1285(5) 0.1030(5) 0.200(2) 0.0225(5) Uiso 0.305(13) 1 d P . . 



A6 Sb 0.37145(7) 0.30864(6) 0.3090(3) 0.0164(3) Uani 1 1 d . . . 
A7 Sb 0.05948(8) 0.23021(7) 0.8996(4) 0.0263(4) Uani 1 1 d . . . 
A8 Sb 0.48592(7) 0.12122(6) 0.3615(3) 0.0148(3) Uani 1 1 d . . . 
A9 Sb 0.29219(7) 0.45695(6) 0.2789(3) 0.0220(4) Uani 1 1 d . . . 
A1' Pb 0.11178(5) 0.49911(4) 0.42704(19) 0.0245(2) Uani 1 1 d . . . 
A2' Pb 0.30543(4) 0.15990(4) 0.52952(18) 0.01987(19) Uani 1 1 d . . . 
A3' Pb 0.20703(4) 0.32108(4) 0.4782(2) 0.0239(2) Uani 1 1 d . . . 
A4' Pb 0.45191(5) 0.42983(4) 0.84862(19) 0.0248(2) Uani 1 1 d . . . 
A5A' Pb 0.13455(16) 0.09449(16) 0.6919(6) 0.0239(6) Uiso 0.464(13) 1 d P . . 
A5B' Sb 0.1262(3) 0.1049(3) 0.6779(9) 0.0239(6) Uiso 0.536(13) 1 d P . . 
A6' Sb 0.38703(7) 0.28390(6) 0.8181(3) 0.0158(3) Uani 1 1 d . . . 
A7' Pb 0.03872(5) 0.23296(4) 0.3978(2) 0.0268(2) Uani 1 1 d . . . 
A8' Pb 0.48697(4) 0.13465(4) 0.86647(18) 0.01921(19) Uani 1 1 d . . . 
A9' Sb 0.28390(7) 0.46674(6) 0.7692(3) 0.0174(3) Uani 1 1 d . . . 
S1 S 0.0656(3) 0.0142(2) 0.8986(12) 0.0189(12) Uani 1 1 d . . . 
S2 S 0.1866(3) 0.4165(2) 0.2198(11) 0.0159(11) Uani 1 1 d . . . 
S3 S 0.2481(3) 0.0287(2) 0.0143(12) 0.0193(13) Uani 1 1 d . . . 
S4 S 0.0968(3) 0.2940(3) 0.1548(13) 0.0241(15) Uani 1 1 d . . . 
S5 S 0.1569(3) 0.1729(2) 0.9512(14) 0.0253(14) Uani 1 1 d . . . 
S6 S 0.3338(3) 0.3747(2) 0.0649(10) 0.0195(14) Uani 1 1 d . . . 
S7 S 0.4180(3) 0.2218(2) 0.0690(10) 0.0155(12) Uani 1 1 d . . . 
S8 S 0.0149(3) 0.4450(2) 0.1533(11) 0.0192(14) Uani 1 1 d . . . 
S9 S 0.3744(2) 0.0923(2) 0.3099(11) 0.0153(10) Uani 1 1 d . . . 
S10 S 0.2766(3) 0.2494(2) 0.2666(11) 0.0144(11) Uani 1 1 d . . . 
S11 S 0.0118(3) 0.1348(2) 0.1411(11) 0.0166(11) Uani 1 1 d . . . 
S1' S 0.0712(3) 0.0182(2) 0.4172(11) 0.0163(11) Uani 1 1 d . . . 
S2' S 0.1866(3) 0.4120(2) 0.7164(11) 0.0166(11) Uani 1 1 d . . . 
S3' S 0.2448(3) 0.0285(2) 0.4793(11) 0.0184(13) Uani 1 1 d . . . 
S4' S 0.0951(3) 0.2938(2) 0.6960(11) 0.0215(15) Uani 1 1 d . . . 
S5' S 0.1549(3) 0.1759(2) 0.4548(14) 0.0235(14) Uani 1 1 d . . . 
S6' S 0.3287(3) 0.3740(2) 0.5159(9) 0.0153(13) Uani 1 1 d . . . 
S7' S 0.4198(3) 0.2192(3) 0.6047(10) 0.0172(13) Uani 1 1 d . . . 
S8' S 0.0125(3) 0.4385(2) 0.6096(9) 0.0146(12) Uani 1 1 d . . . 
S9' S 0.3676(3) 0.0847(2) 0.8122(11) 0.0161(11) Uani 1 1 d . . . 
S10' S 0.2769(3) 0.2510(2) 0.7614(11) 0.0155(11) Uani 1 1 d . . . 
S11' S 0.0172(3) 0.1389(2) 0.6306(12) 0.0197(12) Uani 1 1 d . . . 
  
loop_ 
 _atom_site_aniso_label 
 _atom_site_aniso_U_11 
 _atom_site_aniso_U_22 
 _atom_site_aniso_U_33 
 _atom_site_aniso_U_23 
 _atom_site_aniso_U_13 
 _atom_site_aniso_U_12 
A1 0.0302(5) 0.0160(4) 0.0233(6) -0.0030(5) 0.0081(5) -0.0029(3) 
A2 0.0192(4) 0.0181(3) 0.0202(5) 0.0011(5) 0.0057(5) -0.0013(3) 
A3 0.0206(4) 0.0185(4) 0.0231(6) 0.0006(5) 0.0062(5) 0.0018(3) 
A4 0.0200(8) 0.0153(6) 0.0291(12) -0.0018(7) 0.0042(8) -0.0024(5) 
A6 0.0172(6) 0.0124(6) 0.0195(9) 0.0016(7) 0.0032(8) 0.0001(5) 
A7 0.0187(7) 0.0188(7) 0.0435(12) 0.0135(9) 0.0110(10) 0.0025(6) 
A8 0.0200(7) 0.0084(5) 0.0173(9) -0.0009(7) 0.0071(8) -0.0010(5) 
A9 0.0155(7) 0.0181(7) 0.0320(11) -0.0006(9) 0.0033(9) 0.0001(5) 
A1' 0.0372(5) 0.0151(3) 0.0228(6) 0.0000(5) 0.0092(6) -0.0020(3) 
A2' 0.0218(4) 0.0176(3) 0.0211(5) -0.0001(5) 0.0062(5) -0.0015(3) 



A3' 0.0212(4) 0.0260(4) 0.0256(6) 0.0001(5) 0.0077(6) 0.0018(3) 
A4' 0.0267(5) 0.0183(4) 0.0295(6) 0.0020(5) 0.0053(5) 0.0018(3) 
A6' 0.0194(7) 0.0102(5) 0.0184(8) 0.0004(7) 0.0049(8) -0.0026(5) 
A7' 0.0276(5) 0.0159(4) 0.0359(6) -0.0011(5) 0.0032(6) -0.0023(3) 
A8' 0.0231(4) 0.0122(3) 0.0231(5) -0.0004(4) 0.0061(5) 0.0007(3) 
A9' 0.0155(7) 0.0171(6) 0.0206(9) -0.0002(8) 0.0061(8) 0.0012(5) 
S1 0.014(3) 0.020(2) 0.024(4) 0.001(3) 0.005(3) 0.0007(18) 
S2 0.015(2) 0.013(2) 0.020(3) -0.002(3) 0.005(3) -0.0022(17) 
S3 0.022(3) 0.013(2) 0.025(4) 0.005(3) 0.008(3) -0.001(2) 
S4 0.017(3) 0.024(3) 0.033(5) -0.003(3) 0.007(3) -0.009(2) 
S5 0.022(3) 0.010(2) 0.045(5) -0.001(3) 0.010(4) 0.0034(19) 
S6 0.022(3) 0.015(2) 0.022(4) 0.005(3) 0.006(3) 0.000(2) 
S7 0.018(3) 0.013(2) 0.016(3) 0.003(3) 0.004(3) -0.0028(18) 
S8 0.018(3) 0.013(2) 0.029(4) -0.001(3) 0.010(3) -0.0044(19) 
S9 0.012(2) 0.018(2) 0.015(3) 0.000(3) 0.002(3) 0.0025(18) 
S10 0.019(3) 0.011(2) 0.016(3) -0.002(3) 0.009(3) -0.0012(17) 
S11 0.021(3) 0.0107(19) 0.021(4) 0.003(3) 0.011(3) 0.0036(19) 
S1' 0.017(2) 0.016(2) 0.016(3) 0.005(3) 0.003(3) 0.0042(18) 
S2' 0.020(3) 0.015(2) 0.017(3) 0.001(3) 0.007(3) 0.0002(18) 
S3' 0.016(3) 0.018(2) 0.021(4) -0.004(3) 0.003(3) 0.000(2) 
S4' 0.026(3) 0.015(3) 0.024(5) 0.006(3) 0.006(3) -0.009(2) 
S5' 0.012(2) 0.019(2) 0.041(4) -0.008(4) 0.009(4) 0.0046(19) 
S6' 0.020(3) 0.013(2) 0.015(4) -0.003(2) 0.008(3) 0.0009(18) 
S7' 0.017(3) 0.020(2) 0.017(4) -0.002(3) 0.007(3) -0.001(2) 
S8' 0.019(3) 0.015(2) 0.011(3) 0.000(2) 0.004(3) -0.0018(19) 
S9' 0.020(3) 0.009(2) 0.020(3) 0.001(3) 0.008(3) 0.0045(17) 
S10' 0.020(3) 0.014(2) 0.015(3) 0.001(3) 0.008(3) 0.0017(18) 
S11' 0.018(3) 0.018(2) 0.025(4) 0.004(3) 0.008(3) 0.004(2) 
  
_geom_special_details 
; 
 All esds (except the esd in the dihedral angle between two l.s. planes) 
 are estimated using the full covariance matrix.  The cell esds are taken 
 into account individually in the estimation of esds in distances, angles 
 and torsion angles; correlations between esds in cell parameters are only 
 used when they are defined by crystal symmetry.  An approximate (isotropic) 
 treatment of cell esds is used for estimating esds involving l.s. planes. 
; 
  
loop_ 
 _geom_bond_atom_site_label_1 
 _geom_bond_atom_site_label_2 
 _geom_bond_distance 
 _geom_bond_site_symmetry_2 
 _geom_bond_publ_flag 
A1 S9' 2.790(7) 2_557 ? 
A1 S3 2.840(6) 2_556 ? 
A1 S9 3.022(7) 2_556 ? 
A1 S2 3.067(7) 1_556 ? 
A2 S7 2.751(6) . ? 
A2 S9' 2.922(7) 1_554 ? 
A2 S9 2.927(7) . ? 
A2 S10' 3.014(7) 1_554 ? 
A2 S10 3.029(7) . ? 
A3 S2' 2.924(7) . ? 



A3 S6 2.967(6) 1_556 ? 
A3 S2 2.990(7) 1_556 ? 
A3 S4 3.046(8) 1_556 ? 
A3 S4' 3.060(8) . ? 
A3 S10' 3.067(7) . ? 
A3 S10 3.087(7) 1_556 ? 
A4 S1' 2.468(6) 4_665 ? 
A4 S1 2.598(8) 2_556 ? 
A4 S11 2.616(7) 4_665 ? 
A5A S11 2.716(6) . ? 
A5A S5' 2.730(9) . ? 
A5A S5 2.833(10) 1_554 ? 
A5A S1' 2.998(8) . ? 
A5B S11 2.580(13) . ? 
A5B S5' 2.653(17) . ? 
A5B S5 2.752(18) 1_554 ? 
A6 S10 2.443(5) . ? 
A6 S6 2.520(7) . ? 
A6 S6' 2.562(7) . ? 
A7 S4' 2.447(7) . ? 
A7 S5 2.461(6) . ? 
A7 S4 2.553(9) 1_556 ? 
A8 S8' 2.425(7) 4_665 ? 
A8 S8 2.453(7) 4_665 ? 
A8 S9 2.457(5) . ? 
A9 S2 2.430(6) . ? 
A9 S6' 2.741(7) . ? 
A9 S3' 2.802(8) 2_556 ? 
A9 S6 2.846(7) . ? 
A9 S3 2.904(8) 2 ? 
A1' S9' 2.877(7) 2_556 ? 
A1' S8' 3.019(6) 3_566 ? 
A1' S8 3.023(7) . ? 
A1' S9 3.025(7) 2_556 ? 
A1' S3' 3.120(6) 2_556 ? 
A2' S7' 2.796(6) . ? 
A2' S10 2.968(7) . ? 
A2' S9 2.976(7) . ? 
A2' S10' 2.980(7) . ? 
A2' S9' 2.997(7) . ? 
A3' S6' 2.866(6) . ? 
A3' S2' 2.960(7) . ? 
A3' S10' 2.987(7) . ? 
A3' S10 2.994(7) . ? 
A3' S2 3.037(7) . ? 
A4' S1 2.743(6) 4_665 ? 
A4' S11 2.899(8) 4_666 ? 
A4' S1 2.919(8) 2_557 ? 
A4' S11' 2.935(8) 4_665 ? 
A4' S1' 2.959(8) 2_556 ? 
A5A' S11' 2.694(7) . ? 
A5A' S5 2.762(10) . ? 
A5A' S5' 2.797(10) . ? 
A5A' S1' 2.978(8) . ? 
A5A' S1 3.077(8) . ? 



A5B' S11' 2.441(8) . ? 
A5B' S5' 2.612(11) . ? 
A5B' S5 2.705(11) . ? 
A6' S10' 2.457(6) . ? 
A6' S7 2.484(7) 1_556 ? 
A6' S7' 2.495(7) . ? 
A7' S5' 2.800(6) . ? 
A7' S4' 2.867(8) . ? 
A7' S4 2.896(9) . ? 
A7' S11' 2.990(7) . ? 
A7' S11 3.081(7) . ? 
A8' S9' 2.787(6) . ? 
A8' S8' 2.825(7) 4_665 ? 
A8' S8 2.949(8) 4_666 ? 
A8' S7' 3.060(7) . ? 
A9' S2' 2.428(6) . ? 
A9' S3' 2.459(8) 2_556 ? 
A9' S3 2.470(8) 2_556 ? 
S1 A4 2.598(8) 2_546 ? 
S1 A4' 2.743(6) 4_565 ? 
S1 A4' 2.919(8) 2_547 ? 
S2 A3 2.990(7) 1_554 ? 
S2 A1 3.067(7) 1_554 ? 
S3 A9' 2.470(8) 2_546 ? 
S3 A1 2.840(6) 2_546 ? 
S3 A9 2.904(8) 2_545 ? 
S4 A7 2.553(9) 1_554 ? 
S4 A3 3.046(8) 1_554 ? 
S5 A5B 2.752(18) 1_556 ? 
S5 A5A 2.833(10) 1_556 ? 
S6 A3 2.967(6) 1_554 ? 
S7 A6' 2.484(7) 1_554 ? 
S8 A8 2.453(7) 4_565 ? 
S8 A8' 2.949(8) 4_564 ? 
S9 A1 3.022(7) 2_546 ? 
S9 A1' 3.025(7) 2_546 ? 
S10 A3 3.087(7) 1_554 ? 
S11 A4 2.616(7) 4_565 ? 
S11 A4' 2.899(8) 4_564 ? 
S1' A4 2.468(6) 4_565 ? 
S1' A4' 2.959(8) 2_546 ? 
S3' A9' 2.459(8) 2_546 ? 
S3' A9 2.802(8) 2_546 ? 
S3' A1' 3.120(6) 2_546 ? 
S8' A8 2.425(7) 4_565 ? 
S8' A8' 2.825(7) 4_565 ? 
S8' A1' 3.019(6) 3_566 ? 
S9' A1 2.790(7) 2_547 ? 
S9' A1' 2.877(7) 2_546 ? 
S9' A2 2.922(7) 1_556 ? 
S10' A2 3.014(7) 1_556 ? 
S11' A4' 2.935(8) 4_565 ? 
  
loop_ 
 _geom_angle_atom_site_label_1 



 _geom_angle_atom_site_label_2 
 _geom_angle_atom_site_label_3 
 _geom_angle 
 _geom_angle_site_symmetry_1 
 _geom_angle_site_symmetry_3 
 _geom_angle_publ_flag 
S9' A1 S3 78.12(19) 2_557 2_556 ? 
S9' A1 S9 86.89(17) 2_557 2_556 ? 
S3 A1 S9 75.52(19) 2_556 2_556 ? 
S9' A1 S2 88.9(2) 2_557 1_556 ? 
S3 A1 S2 76.75(19) 2_556 1_556 ? 
S9 A1 S2 152.23(15) 2_556 1_556 ? 
S7 A2 S9' 86.02(19) . 1_554 ? 
S7 A2 S9 84.46(18) . . ? 
S9' A2 S9 86.30(17) 1_554 . ? 
S7 A2 S10' 77.55(18) . 1_554 ? 
S9' A2 S10' 94.2(2) 1_554 1_554 ? 
S9 A2 S10' 161.91(16) . 1_554 ? 
S7 A2 S10 80.78(18) . . ? 
S9' A2 S10 166.64(16) 1_554 . ? 
S9 A2 S10 90.4(2) . . ? 
S10' A2 S10 85.02(16) 1_554 . ? 
S2' A3 S6 83.64(18) . 1_556 ? 
S2' A3 S2 86.92(16) . 1_556 ? 
S6 A3 S2 78.11(17) 1_556 1_556 ? 
S2' A3 S4 119.16(19) . 1_556 ? 
S6 A3 S4 138.4(2) 1_556 1_556 ? 
S2 A3 S4 69.70(18) 1_556 1_556 ? 
S2' A3 S4' 68.94(17) . . ? 
S6 A3 S4' 146.1(2) 1_556 . ? 
S2 A3 S4' 118.25(18) 1_556 . ? 
S4 A3 S4' 74.59(18) 1_556 . ? 
S2' A3 S10' 89.9(2) . . ? 
S6 A3 S10' 79.26(18) 1_556 . ? 
S2 A3 S10' 157.35(15) 1_556 . ? 
S4 A3 S10' 130.36(16) 1_556 . ? 
S4' A3 S10' 81.1(2) . . ? 
S2' A3 S10 158.33(15) . 1_556 ? 
S6 A3 S10 74.92(17) 1_556 1_556 ? 
S2 A3 S10 91.67(19) 1_556 1_556 ? 
S4 A3 S10 80.24(19) 1_556 1_556 ? 
S4' A3 S10 129.52(15) . 1_556 ? 
S10' A3 S10 83.13(15) . 1_556 ? 
S1' A4 S1 90.6(2) 4_665 2_556 ? 
S1' A4 S11 90.4(2) 4_665 4_665 ? 
S1 A4 S11 95.5(3) 2_556 4_665 ? 
S11 A5A S5' 86.6(2) . . ? 
S11 A5A S5 87.5(2) . 1_554 ? 
S5' A5A S5 94.3(2) . 1_554 ? 
S11 A5A S1' 78.2(2) . . ? 
S5' A5A S1' 91.4(3) . . ? 
S5 A5A S1' 164.2(2) 1_554 . ? 
S11 A5B S5' 91.0(5) . . ? 
S11 A5B S5 92.0(5) . 1_554 ? 
S5' A5B S5 97.9(4) . 1_554 ? 



S10 A6 S6 95.8(2) . . ? 
S10 A6 S6' 92.2(2) . . ? 
S6 A6 S6' 92.34(19) . . ? 
S4' A7 S5 94.7(3) . . ? 
S4' A7 S4 95.4(2) . 1_556 ? 
S5 A7 S4 93.0(3) . 1_556 ? 
S8' A8 S8 98.6(2) 4_665 4_665 ? 
S8' A8 S9 93.1(2) 4_665 . ? 
S8 A8 S9 94.3(2) 4_665 . ? 
S2 A9 S6' 89.8(2) . . ? 
S2 A9 S3' 89.6(2) . 2_556 ? 
S6' A9 S3' 91.2(2) . 2_556 ? 
S2 A9 S6 90.4(2) . . ? 
S6' A9 S6 82.00(16) . . ? 
S3' A9 S6 173.2(2) 2_556 . ? 
S2 A9 S3 86.5(2) . 2 ? 
S6' A9 S3 170.0(2) . 2 ? 
S3' A9 S3 98.09(17) 2_556 2 ? 
S6 A9 S3 88.7(2) . 2 ? 
S9' A1' S8' 80.89(17) 2_556 3_566 ? 
S9' A1' S8 88.50(19) 2_556 . ? 
S8' A1' S8 69.68(17) 3_566 . ? 
S9' A1' S9 87.75(17) 2_556 2_556 ? 
S8' A1' S9 71.80(16) 3_566 2_556 ? 
S8 A1' S9 141.41(16) . 2_556 ? 
S9' A1' S3' 74.83(18) 2_556 2_556 ? 
S8' A1' S3' 137.55(15) 3_566 2_556 ? 
S8 A1' S3' 142.0(2) . 2_556 ? 
S9 A1' S3' 72.94(17) 2_556 2_556 ? 
S7' A2' S10 82.06(18) . . ? 
S7' A2' S9 82.91(18) . . ? 
S10 A2' S9 90.62(19) . . ? 
S7' A2' S10' 77.52(18) . . ? 
S10 A2' S10' 84.45(16) . . ? 
S9 A2' S10' 160.29(15) . . ? 
S7' A2' S9' 82.93(18) . . ? 
S10 A2' S9' 164.95(15) . . ? 
S9 A2' S9' 86.48(16) . . ? 
S10' A2' S9' 93.3(2) . . ? 
S6' A3' S2' 82.17(17) . . ? 
S6' A3' S10' 80.58(17) . . ? 
S2' A3' S10' 90.8(2) . . ? 
S6' A3' S10 75.97(16) . . ? 
S2' A3' S10 158.05(15) . . ? 
S10' A3' S10 83.88(16) . . ? 
S6' A3' S2 76.51(17) . . ? 
S2' A3' S2 84.03(16) . . ? 
S10' A3' S2 156.98(15) . . ? 
S10 A3' S2 92.6(2) . . ? 
S1 A4' S11 83.1(2) 4_665 4_666 ? 
S1 A4' S1 78.5(2) 4_665 2_557 ? 
S11 A4' S1 83.1(2) 4_666 2_557 ? 
S1 A4' S11' 80.5(2) 4_665 4_665 ? 
S11 A4' S11' 90.66(18) 4_666 4_665 ? 
S1 A4' S11' 158.74(17) 2_557 4_665 ? 



S1 A4' S1' 78.2(2) 4_665 2_556 ? 
S11 A4' S1' 161.16(16) 4_666 2_556 ? 
S1 A4' S1' 90.38(17) 2_557 2_556 ? 
S11' A4' S1' 89.1(2) 4_665 2_556 ? 
S11' A5A' S5 84.6(2) . . ? 
S11' A5A' S5' 82.6(2) . . ? 
S5 A5A' S5' 92.1(2) . . ? 
S11' A5A' S1' 79.1(2) . . ? 
S5 A5A' S1' 163.0(2) . . ? 
S5' A5A' S1' 90.5(3) . . ? 
S11' A5A' S1 78.8(2) . . ? 
S5 A5A' S1 91.7(3) . . ? 
S5' A5A' S1 160.5(2) . . ? 
S1' A5A' S1 80.56(18) . . ? 
S11' A5B' S5' 91.6(3) . . ? 
S11' A5B' S5 90.9(3) . . ? 
S5' A5B' S5 97.7(3) . . ? 
S10' A6' S7 94.1(2) . 1_556 ? 
S10' A6' S7' 93.9(2) . . ? 
S7 A6' S7' 98.0(2) 1_556 . ? 
S5' A7' S4' 82.8(2) . . ? 
S5' A7' S4 82.0(2) . . ? 
S4' A7' S4 98.90(17) . . ? 
S5' A7' S11' 77.5(2) . . ? 
S4' A7' S11' 86.0(2) . . ? 
S4 A7' S11' 158.14(18) . . ? 
S5' A7' S11 78.7(2) . . ? 
S4' A7' S11 159.15(18) . . ? 
S4 A7' S11 87.9(2) . . ? 
S11' A7' S11 80.82(17) . . ? 
S9' A8' S8' 85.98(19) . 4_665 ? 
S9' A8' S8 84.5(2) . 4_666 ? 
S8' A8' S8 98.85(16) 4_665 4_666 ? 
S9' A8' S7' 81.95(18) . . ? 
S8' A8' S7' 91.03(19) 4_665 . ? 
S8 A8' S7' 162.62(17) 4_666 . ? 
S2' A9' S3' 95.2(2) . 2_556 ? 
S2' A9' S3 95.1(2) . 2_556 ? 
S3' A9' S3 99.8(2) 2_556 2_556 ? 
A4 S1 A4' 96.7(2) 2_546 4_565 ? 
A4 S1 A4' 89.16(17) 2_546 2_547 ? 
A4' S1 A4' 101.5(2) 4_565 2_547 ? 
A4 S1 A5A' 96.9(3) 2_546 . ? 
A4' S1 A5A' 97.8(2) 4_565 . ? 
A4' S1 A5A' 159.0(2) 2_547 . ? 
A9 S2 A3 100.0(2) . 1_554 ? 
A9 S2 A3' 98.2(2) . . ? 
A3 S2 A3' 84.00(13) 1_554 . ? 
A9 S2 A1 100.2(2) . 1_554 ? 
A3 S2 A1 94.7(2) 1_554 1_554 ? 
A3' S2 A1 161.5(2) . 1_554 ? 
A9' S3 A1 99.9(2) 2_546 2_546 ? 
A9' S3 A9 98.96(19) 2_546 2_545 ? 
A1 S3 A9 95.1(2) 2_546 2_545 ? 
A7 S4 A7' 98.45(19) 1_554 . ? 



A7 S4 A3 85.0(3) 1_554 1_554 ? 
A7' S4 A3 154.2(3) . 1_554 ? 
A7 S5 A5B' 96.5(3) . . ? 
A7 S5 A5B 98.6(4) . 1_556 ? 
A5B' S5 A5B 101.0(3) . 1_556 ? 
A7 S5 A5A' 102.3(3) . . ? 
A5B' S5 A5A' 6.42(14) . . ? 
A5B S5 A5A' 97.3(4) 1_556 . ? 
A7 S5 A5A 101.7(3) . 1_556 ? 
A5B' S5 A5A 99.5(2) . 1_556 ? 
A5B S5 A5A 3.2(3) 1_556 1_556 ? 
A5A' S5 A5A 95.47(19) . 1_556 ? 
A6 S6 A9 91.9(3) . . ? 
A6 S6 A3 95.1(2) . 1_554 ? 
A9 S6 A3 91.6(2) . 1_554 ? 
A6' S7 A2 96.5(2) 1_554 . ? 
A8 S8 A8' 95.60(18) 4_565 4_564 ? 
A8 S8 A1' 89.6(3) 4_565 . ? 
A8' S8 A1' 148.5(2) 4_564 . ? 
A8 S9 A2 107.7(2) . . ? 
A8 S9 A2' 109.5(2) . . ? 
A2 S9 A2' 87.44(14) . . ? 
A8 S9 A1 99.7(2) . 2_546 ? 
A2 S9 A1 85.8(2) . 2_546 ? 
A2' S9 A1 150.7(2) . 2_546 ? 
A8 S9 A1' 96.6(2) . 2_546 ? 
A2 S9 A1' 155.5(2) . 2_546 ? 
A2' S9 A1' 87.7(2) . 2_546 ? 
A1 S9 A1' 86.73(14) 2_546 2_546 ? 
A6 S10 A2' 104.1(2) . . ? 
A6 S10 A3' 95.5(2) . . ? 
A2' S10 A3' 92.8(2) . . ? 
A6 S10 A2 101.8(2) . . ? 
A2' S10 A2 85.74(13) . . ? 
A3' S10 A2 162.5(2) . . ? 
A6 S10 A3 93.8(2) . 1_554 ? 
A2' S10 A3 161.9(2) . 1_554 ? 
A3' S10 A3 83.09(13) . 1_554 ? 
A2 S10 A3 92.9(2) . 1_554 ? 
A5B S11 A4 99.5(4) . 4_565 ? 
A5B S11 A5A 2.5(3) . . ? 
A4 S11 A5A 97.5(2) 4_565 . ? 
A5B S11 A4' 105.7(4) . 4_564 ? 
A4 S11 A4' 89.23(18) 4_565 4_564 ? 
A5A S11 A4' 104.2(2) . 4_564 ? 
A5B S11 A7' 92.1(4) . . ? 
A4 S11 A7' 97.4(3) 4_565 . ? 
A5A S11 A7' 93.9(2) . . ? 
A4' S11 A7' 159.8(2) 4_564 . ? 
A4 S1' A4' 94.3(2) 4_565 2_546 ? 
A4 S1' A5A' 102.7(2) 4_565 . ? 
A4' S1' A5A' 162.5(2) 2_546 . ? 
A4 S1' A5A 93.9(2) 4_565 . ? 
A4' S1' A5A 92.5(3) 2_546 . ? 
A5A' S1' A5A 82.50(16) . . ? 



A9' S2' A3 104.2(3) . . ? 
A9' S2' A3' 105.4(2) . . ? 
A3 S2' A3' 86.94(14) . . ? 
A9' S3' A9 98.9(2) 2_546 2_546 ? 
A9' S3' A1' 98.9(2) 2_546 2_546 ? 
A9 S3' A1' 95.5(2) 2_546 2_546 ? 
A7 S4' A7' 97.2(2) . . ? 
A7 S4' A3 86.5(2) . . ? 
A7' S4' A3 153.1(3) . . ? 
A5B' S5' A5B 94.6(3) . . ? 
A5B' S5' A5A 92.7(2) . . ? 
A5B S5' A5A 3.4(3) . . ? 
A5B' S5' A5A' 5.33(14) . . ? 
A5B S5' A5A' 93.0(4) . . ? 
A5A S5' A5A' 90.93(19) . . ? 
A5B' S5' A7' 95.7(3) . . ? 
A5B S5' A7' 97.2(4) . . ? 
A5A S5' A7' 100.2(3) . . ? 
A5A' S5' A7' 100.9(3) . . ? 
A6 S6' A9 93.4(2) . . ? 
A6 S6' A3' 96.04(19) . . ? 
A9 S6' A3' 95.5(2) . . ? 
A6' S7' A2' 95.8(2) . . ? 
A6' S7' A8' 94.3(3) . . ? 
A2' S7' A8' 96.42(19) . . ? 
A8 S8' A8' 102.01(19) 4_565 4_565 ? 
A8 S8' A1' 97.5(2) 4_565 3_566 ? 
A8' S8' A1' 94.30(18) 4_565 3_566 ? 
A8' S9' A1 104.2(2) . 2_547 ? 
A8' S9' A1' 98.4(2) . 2_546 ? 
A1 S9' A1' 88.06(14) 2_547 2_546 ? 
A8' S9' A2 98.6(2) . 1_556 ? 
A1 S9' A2 90.3(2) 2_547 1_556 ? 
A1' S9' A2 162.9(2) 2_546 1_556 ? 
A8' S9' A2' 98.08(19) . . ? 
A1 S9' A2' 157.7(2) 2_547 . ? 
A1' S9' A2' 90.1(2) 2_546 . ? 
A2 S9' A2' 85.02(13) 1_556 . ? 
A6' S10' A2' 92.1(2) . . ? 
A6' S10' A3' 107.5(2) . . ? 
A2' S10' A3' 92.7(2) . . ? 
A6' S10' A2 90.7(2) . 1_556 ? 
A2' S10' A2 83.74(13) . 1_556 ? 
A3' S10' A2 161.6(2) . 1_556 ? 
A6' S10' A3 106.7(2) . . ? 
A2' S10' A3 161.1(2) . . ? 
A3' S10' A3 83.91(13) . . ? 
A2 S10' A3 93.6(2) 1_556 . ? 
A5B' S11' A5A' 4.08(16) . . ? 
A5B' S11' A4' 106.3(3) . 4_565 ? 
A5A' S11' A4' 102.5(2) . 4_565 ? 
A5B' S11' A7' 94.7(3) . . ? 
A5A' S11' A7' 98.7(2) . . ? 
A4' S11' A7' 158.6(2) 4_565 . ? 
  



_diffrn_measured_fraction_theta_max    0.997 
_diffrn_reflns_theta_full              30.58 
_diffrn_measured_fraction_theta_full   0.997 
_refine_diff_density_max    5.098 
_refine_diff_density_min   -6.044 
_refine_diff_density_rms    1.016 




